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ABSTRACT
The systematic development is initiated of classical dynamics in the most general
spherically symmetric spacetime (m space). The Einstein energy equation, the rest energy. the
relativistic kinetic energy and the potential energy due tom ( r) (the energy due to spacetime,
vacuum or aether) are derived systematically. Rigorous self consistency of concepts and
methods is demonstrated.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the immediately preceding paper (~FT 41 7) of this series {1 - 41 }, the
natural philosophy (m theory) was initiated of the most general spherically symmetric
spacetime (m space). It was shown that in that type of naturally philosophy or physics,
superlurninal signalling, infinite energy from m space, and counter gravitation are rigorously
possible. In Section 2 of this paper the m theory is developed systematically in classical
dynamics to derive the relativistic kinetic energy the Einstein energy equation, the rest energy,
and potential energy from m ( r). The latter is defined by the infinitesimal line element of m
space. The rigorous self consistency of concepts and methods is demonstrated in several
complementary ways.
This paper is a brief synopsis of extensive calculations found in the notes
accompanying UFT418 on www.aias.us. Note 418(1) defines the classical limit ofthe
hamiltonian and lagrangian ofm theory, which is part ofthe ECE and ECE2 generally
covariant unified field theory. Note 418(2) is a demonstration of the rigorous self consistency
of the Hamiltonian and Lagrangian methods used in m theory. Note 418(3) the flat spacetime
limit, the work integral and begins the derivation of the relativistic kinetic energy in m space.
Note 418( 4) derives the relativistic kinetic energy of m space from the work integral over the
relativistic momentum ofm space. Note 418(5) is a convenient summary ofm space classical
dynamics, a demonstration of the rigorous self consistency of the Lagrangian method used in
m space, a derivation of the ECE2 spin connection from m theory and initial development of
a concept unique to m theory: the potential energy of m space. This is the rigorous definition
of"energy from spacetime", "vacuum energy'', or "aether energy". Note 418(6) derives the
Einstein energy equation of m space from its relativistic 'linear momentum. This method also
derives the rest energy of m space. Notes 418(7) and 418(8) give a rigorously self <n1nsiste
derivation of the important potential energy due tom space ("the energy ofthe vacuum").

In Section 3, the calculations and concepts of Section 2 are analysed numerically and
graphically, so that the meaning of the complicated mathematics becomes clear.

2. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS
The frame of reference used in m theory is (
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where the m ( r\) function is defined by the infinitesimal line element of the most general
spherically symmetric spacetime:
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is the proper time and c the speed of light in vacuo, taken to be a universal

constant. The hamiltonian of m theory is:
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where the potential energy of interaction of a mass m orbiting a mass M is:
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It is shown inN ote 418(2) and 418( 5) that the vector Euler Lagrange equation:
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is rigorously equivalent to the scalar Euler Lagrange equations:
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so that:

The hamiltonian of m theory is conserved, so:

The equations of motion of m theory are therefore:

and

~

These are rigorously consistent with the equations of motion fiWm the lagrangian of m theory.
In the preceding paper (UFT417) it was shown that the hamiltonian, lagrangian and equations
of motion give forward and retrograde precession of orbits. shrinking orbits. the possibility of
expanding orbits and counter gravitation, superluminal signalling and infinite potential energy
from m ( r ). These are major advances in classical dynamics.
The relativistic kinetic energy of m theory is evaluated from the work integral:
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from state 1 to state 2. The force in m theory is:

where
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is the Lorentz factor ofm theory. first derived in immediately preceding papers.

If the initial state is for a particle at rest, and the final state for a particle with velocity "\,
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Integrating by parts:
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Therefore the relativistic kinetic energy of m space is:
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From the infinitesimal line element (
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) the total relativistic energy in m space is:

Therefore the relativistic kinetic energy in m space is:
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The Einstein energy equation in m space is found from the relativistic linear
momentum in m space:

From Eq. (
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from the Lorentz factor ofm space, Eq. (
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the Einstein energy equation in m space becomes:

This is an equation of ECE and ECE2 generally covariant unified field theory and can be
quantized to a wave equation and related to the tetrad postulate of Cartan geometry.
The classical dynamics of m space can be developed using the force equation:
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Using the work theorem:
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as usual in classical dynamics. Here:

is the change in potential energy. In flat spacetime:
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If it is assumed that the initial state is that of a particle at rest:
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In the classical limit:
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and in the limit of flat spacetime:
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The velocity v can be thought of as that of a vacuum particle, and is imparted to
the material particle of mass m by the f'i.; t ( {
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Integrating by parts as in Note 418(8):
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3. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND GRAPHICS
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